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Abstract  

The article deals with new technology for the production of a flat nanofibrous structure using AC electrospinning 

and the development of a new type of spinning electrode. Simulations of the distribution of the electric field 

around the electrode were performed. The dependencies of the electric field intensity on the design parameters 

of the electrode were determined. Based on the performed simulations, a suitable technical and technological 

solution of the electrode for the production of a flat nanofibrous structure was designed. The functionality of 

the designed technological system was verified experimentally. The results of the experiments demonstrated 

the high potential of the designed system for the production of flat nanofibrous structures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electrospinning is currently one of the established methods used for the industrial production of nanofibers. 

Nanofiber products have the potential for application in many fields of human activity [1–4]. One type is AC-

electrospinning [5,6], which uses an alternating electric field. This principle is currently used mainly for 

producing narrow strips of nanofibers or for producing nanofiber yarns [7–10]. Currently, there is an effort to 

use AC-electrospinning to produce flat nanofiber products with large widths. This contribution deals with 

researching and developing an electrode suitable for creating flat nanofibrous products.  

Based on successful experiments with discontinuously rewinding a textile with a polymer solution over an 

electrically charged edge, the aim of this task was to design a functional model of a new type of AC electrode 

with a continuously rewound belt. The assumption here is that the rewound belt will enable the transport of the 

polymer solution from the reservoir to the upper part, where nanofibers will form due to the supercritical value 

of the electrical intensity. The subsequent rewinding of the belt and its wading in the polymer bath ensure 

continuous cleaning and dissolution of any fibers on the surface of the belt. The width of the belt determines 

the length over which the fibers are formed, which enables the production and application of nanofibers to the 

underlying textile in an adequate amount and uniformity for subsequent use, e.g. in filtration, technical textiles, 

etc. As part of this task, based on the detailed results of the electric field simulation, a strip AC electrode 

including drive and gearbox was designed. The functionality of the manufactured laboratory equipment was 

experimentally verified, including the measurement of the specific gravity of the nanofibrous layer.  

2. SIMULATION 

The analysis of the electric field was used as support for the design of the optimal geometry of the electrode 

during the AC‑electrospinning. The electric field distribution was analyzed using the finite element method in 

the Autodesk Simulation Mechanical software 2015. The FEM model was created as a linear 2D problem. 

Figure 1 a) shows a detailed FEM model. Its dimensions and shape correspond as closely as possible to the 

real model. A detailed model of the device consists of a belt electrode (steel plate, wading roller and a wound 

belt), a device frame, a reservoir with a polymer solution and an air environment. Figure 1 c) shows a simplified 
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model that was used in the variational analysis of the strip electrode geometry. Spinning by AC electrospinning 

does not require the use of an oppositely charged collector, as a virtual collector is created around the electrode 

due to air ionization, and the charge travels to the far end with a different potential. For this reason, in the 

model, this virtual collector is created as an equidistant boundary around the electrode at a distance of 50 mm 

with a boundary condition of 0 V. A boundary condition of 25 kV was applied to the electrode and the polymer, 

which corresponds to the supplied electric voltage. The relative permittivity of 109 was entered for the 

electrode. The surrounding environment consists of air with a relative permittivity of 1. The model also contains 

a polymer solution with a relative permittivity of 20 and HDPE with a value of 2.3. 

 

Figure 1 detailed FEM model a), electric field distribution for detailed model b), simplified FEM model c), 

electric field distribution for simplified model b) 

The first simulation was was performed with a detailed model (Figure 1 a)). The goal was to determine the 

electric field's overall distribution in the proposed device's vicinity. A voltage of 25 kV was applied to the 
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electrode and the polymer. Figure 1 b) shows this model's electric field intensity distribution. At the top of the 

electrode where electrospinning is desired, the magnitude of the intensity is 2694 V/mm. 

The second task was performed with a simplified model whose geometry is shown in Figure 1 c). This model 

was created due to the complexity of adjustments when changing the parameters on the first model and the 

speed of calculation. In the case of a simplified model with an applied voltage of 25 kV, the magnitude of the 

intensity on the spinning area of the electrode is 2742 V/mm, see Figure 1 d). The difference between the 

detailed and the simplified model is slight; therefore, the simplified model was used for further analyses. 

Three analyzes were performed with the simplified model. A sketch with the dimensions of the simplified model 

is shown in Figure 2 a). Material properties and boundary conditions were used from the detailed model. 

During the first analysis, the electrode height parameter H was varied from 25 to 150 mm at a constant 

thickness t = 3 mm and radius R = 1.5 mm. The distance H is measured from the container's top to the 

electrode's highest part. Figure 3 a) shows the intensity distribution at the top of the electrode when the height 

H changes. At H = 25 mm, the intensity value is 2863 V/mm. As the value of height H increases, the intensity 

is almost constant. For further analyses, the electrode height H = 100 mm was chosen. In the second analysis, 

the radius R at the top of the electrode was changed from 0.25 to 2.5 mm at a constant height of the 

electrode H. As the radius increased, the thickness of the electrode t also increased, depending on t = 2R. 

Model of the top of the tip is shown in Figure 2 b). The graph in Figure 3 b) shows the dependence of the 

intensity at the top of the electrode as the radius changes. At the size of the radius R = 0.25 mm, the intensity 

at the top of the electrode reaches a value of 4407.5 V/mm. As the radius value increases, the intensity value 

decreases exponentially. In the third analysis, the electrode thickness t was varied at a constant electrode 

height H and radius R = 0.5 mm, according to the sketch in Figure 2 c). Figure 3 c) shows the dependence 

of the intensity at the top of the electrode when the electrode thickness t changes from 1 to 5 mm. At a thickness 

of t = 1 mm, the intensity reaches a value of 3889 V/mm. As the thickness increases, the intensity value 

decreases exponentially.  

 

Figure 2 sketch of model 
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Figure 3 a) dependence of the electric field on the height of the electrode, b) dependence of the electric field 

on the radius of the electrodes tip, c) dependence of the electric field on the thickness of the electrode 

3. DESIGN 

Figure 4 shows a 3D model of a device for producing nanofibers constructed in the Creo Parametric program. 

An asynchronous motor with a belt transmission previously used in tests of other methods of alternating 

spinning was used to drive the device. The engine speed could be regulated using a frequency converter. The 

output speed from the belt mechanism was transmitted using a worm gear. This achieved optimal speeds and 

torque for driving the electrode belt. The output shaft of the worm gearbox drives the belt drive cylinder. At the 

same time, this shaft works as isolation of the high voltage between the AC electrode and the grounded worm 

gear. The belt drive ensures the shaft rotation on which the roller is mounted. The shaft is fixed using sliding 

bushings in the container. In the container, there is a polymer solution, without which it would not be possible 

to spin, as well as two drain holes equipped with screws. The movement is given to the belt through the notched 

roller, and the polymer is also applied over it.  

  

Figure 4 design of electrode 

An electrode is placed above the roller, which is made of sheet metal and has a rectangular shape with rounded 

edges with dimensions derived from the results of the electric field simulation. During the process, a belt is 
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moved over the upper edge of the electrode. The construction of the electrode is designed so that it can be 

moved vertically due to belt tension. A lid covers the electrode's frame with the polymer solution's reservoir 

with a hole for the belt. 

4. EXPERIMENT 

The designed experimental device was built and used for the experiment was carried out in order to verify the 

functionality of the model and whether it is possible to produce nanofibers in the required width. A polymer 

solution of polyvinyl butyral dissolved in ethanol was used for the experiment (10%wt PVB Movital B60H in 

98%vol ethanol Technisolv). During initial tests, different belt materials were verified. First, a strip of plastic foil 

was tested. The problem was that the lower knurled shaft did not have enough traction on the foil and the foil 

also cut into the edge of the electrode. In the end, a non-woven fabric was chosen as the belt. The non-woven 

fabric belt easily moved over the electrode's edge and absorbed the polymer well. The produced nanofibers 

were applied to a rotating drum placed above the electrode. The experiment is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 experiment 

Various electrode widths and thicknesses were tested. For the first experiment, an electrode with a thickness 

of 3 mm and a width of 240 mm was produced. At these parameters, self-spinning did not occur. For these 

parameters, the intensity value is 2739 V/mm (Figure 5). This intensity is close to the critical spinning value of 

2150 V/mm, at which spinning no longer occurs. In the second experiment, an electrode with a thickness of 1 

mm and a width of 240 mm was used. At these parameters, a stable spinning process was already taking 

place. The effort was to produce nanofibers as wide as possible. Therefore, an electrode with a thickness of 1 

mm and a width of 320 mm was used for the next experiment. At these parameters, the productivity of nanofiber 

production was found to be 2 g*min-1*m-1. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This research aimed to create a model, perform analyses, design the structure and then verify it experimentally. 

An electrode with a height of 100 mm, a thickness of 1 mm and a radius of 0.5 mm was selected from the 

analysis. With these electrode parameters, the value of the intensity on the spinning area was 3889 V/mm. 
Subsequently, the device's design for producing nanofibers was designed. An electrode with a width of 320 

mm was used, and the productivity of nanofiber production was measured to be 2 g*min-1*m-1. This 

productivity can be further increased by using several electrodes in a row. 

The advantage of this design is self-cleaning, when the polymer on the electrode does not dry out due to the 

constant wetting of the strip in the reservoir with the solution. With this design, the polymer is in the container, 

but it is possible to design such a design where the polymer is wiped off, and the fresh polymer is applied. The 

construction of the functional model is designed with an electrode width of 320 mm. Structurally, however, it is 
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possible to design a strip electrode with a longer usable length, enabling the continuous production of flat 

nanofibrous material with a larger width. The disadvantage is spinning from the edges of the electrode, where 

as a result of higher values of the electric field intensity, there is a more intensive production of fibres and the 

edges of the textile are more massive. This problem, which is common in textiles, is usually solved by cutting 

off the edges of the textile. The fineness of the produced layer was measured from the obtained samples, 

which showed very good uniformity of the layer in the center and edges of the produced nanofibrous layer. A 

more detailed measurement of fineness and the design of a new device will be the subject of further work in 

this area of research 
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